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WHAT IS DATA ANALYTICS? Data analysis is a science in which a data set is analyzed and the results are based on analysis. Many people wouldn't get it in the first time and many would think that how is it possible to predict data-driven results? But data analysis is in fact the most overwhelming technology today. Data analysis has its
application in all sectors of the market. Data analysis is a science in which raw dataseeds are collected and analyzed. Data analysis is mainly used for decision making, predictions, etc. What are the data analysed and how do we achieve it? People who analyze the data are known as data scientists. The data analysed by them is people's
data. This data can be in any form. For example, videos, audios, texts, etc. WHY SHOULD WE USE DATA ANALYSIS? As mentioned above, data analysis is mainly used for decision making, predictions, etc. How can we predict data results? The best example of this would be weather prediction. At present, the weather forecast is based
on data analysis. Temperature and other physical parameters from different cities are recorded and then analyzed. Based on data from physical parameters, it is expected that there will be how many possibilities there are rainfall. Suppose the chances of rainfall in these cities would be more where the temperature is the most. If this state
were to have good rainfall, then there is some chance that nearby states would also have rainfall. In this way, the weather forecast is made. However, it is not accurate, but it improves with more data and experience. Like weather forecasts, data analysis is also used in other sectors. For example, consider the health sector. In the health
sector, patient records are analysed. They analyze what diseases a patient has and what diseases they may have in the future. HOW IS DATA ANALYSIS DONE? Here are some steps that are followed to analyze the data. Listed belowThe first step is the grouping of the data. The data we collected must be sorted. We can sort them by
making groups of them. For example, we group them according to name, gender, age, etc. The second step is data collection. The data can be collected through various resources such as laptops, computers, smartphones, environmental sources, cameras, etc. After the data is accumulated, the data is organized and stored correctly.
Here, organizing data means that data is stored in spreadsheets, etc. After the organization, the data is cleared. Clearing data means that unwanted data is deleted from the data set. All the data we collect does not use. We need to extract useful data from it. DATA ANALYSIS TYPE Data analysis is not an easy task. However, the
analysis also has its types. There are different types of data analysis. Listed below Prescriptive Analytical Predictive Analytical Predictive Analytical ANALYTICS DESCRIPTIVE ANALYTICS In descriptive analytics, data from the past is analyzed. It analyzes why things have occurred in the way they occurred. The above data is analyzed
and the reasons for past events are observed. PRESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES Prescriptive analysis analyses data from the past. Based on this analysis, future decisions are prescribed. In prescriptive analysis, we think about what we should do now. PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS In predictive analytics the previous data and current data are
analyzed and what could happen now is expected to happen. Predictive analysis predicts the problems that may occur in the future. DATA ANALYSIS STAGES As mentioned above, we cannot use the raw data we have collected as they are. We need to extract useful information from it. To do this, some operations are performed on data.
During these processes, the data undergoes some phases. Listed below Data Requirement Specifications At this stage, the data required is collected. We don't collect all of a person's data. If we do, then it would be very difficult to store and process such a large amount of data. That is why it is identified that the data is necessary and then
collected. Data collection At this stage, data is collected from people. It ensures that the data collected must be accurate. The data can be collected from different sources. In addition, it is not mandatory for the collected data to be structured. It could also be destructured. Data processing After data collection, the data is sent for
processing. At this stage, the data is organized or organized in a structured way. The organization of the data is important. Data is organized into table columns and rows, spreadsheets, etc. Along with this provision, different data models are also created. These data models are systems based on which outputs are generated. Data
cleaning After processing, the data is cleaned. The data collected may contain errors, duplicate values, etc. These errors are deleted at this stage. The data cleanup method depends on the type of data we collected. Data analysis After all these processes, the data is prepared for analysis. For data analysis different techniques are used
that interpret, understand and give conclusions according to the requirements. In addition, data analysis is also done visually representing them in graphics, graphics, etc. Different models are used for data analysis. For example, regression, correlation, etc. Communication After analyzing the data, the results are given in this format that
the user has requested. Users are then prompted for comments. Based on the comments, additional analysis is done if necessary. As said the data is also analyzed in the visual form. This is because visualization makes communication The data is best understood by users with the help of viewing. However, all these processes are
iterative. They can be repeated throughout the process. For example, in the data analysis phase, additional data cleanup may be required. ADVANTAGES OF DATA ANALYTICS Here are some advantages of data analytics. Listed belowThe data analysis is beneficial for removing errors and errors from data we collected with the help of
data cleanup methods. This activity helps to improve data quality. The production generated from the good quality of the data would be more efficient and beneficial. Data analysis saving space by saving memory. In the data cleanup method, errors, duplicate values, and data errors are removed. Duplicate values will not occupy memory
because they would not exist. The less memory usage reduces the cost to the company. Data analytics helps show relevant ads on shopping websites. Relevant ads are shown to each user based on their purchasing behavior, historical data, and the products they're looking for. Data analysis is also beneficial in the banking sector. Data
analysis helps detect fraudulent people based on their historical data. Data analysis is used by security companies. They use data analysis for monitoring and surveillance purposes. This is done by analyzing the data collected from the sensors. Data analysis also helps in weather prediction. DISADVANTAGES OF DATA ANALYSIS Here
are some drawbacks of data analysis. Listed below Many people may have problems with data collection because their data is going to someone else. This can disrupt your privacy. The cost of different data analysis tools varies depending on the features and services they provide to users. The results that data analysis will generate may
be misused by some people. CONCLUSION Data analysis is of increasing importance. It is also increasing its importance in education. Many people are willing to study data analysis courses. There are many courses available that offer complete data analysis training. Join Hacker Noon Create your free account to unlock your custom
reading experience. Data scientists who focus on open source technologies make more money than those who deal with proprietary technologies. See more Big Data Discover why your organization needs to experiment with a high volume, speed, and variety for its big data strategy to succeed. See more Big Data When preparing a big
data report, don't forget to make it feasible and in a format that best suits the purposes of the planned part. See more Big Data Patrick Gray how to prepare for the possibility that big data analysis may uncover surprises or cause a change that requires quick action. See more Big Data When building a data science team, pay close
attention to the legends that informally govern your company. It is also how to write legendary stories in their strategy. See more Big Data For your company to realize optimum big data profitability, its strategy should focus on the quality of the data entered by your analytics engines, as well as actual analysis. Seeing more Big Data
Machine learning is the holy grail of analytics, but putting it in place includes some serious challenges. See more Big Data Get two big data security analysis experts, as well as details from your working group's research report on the subject. See more Big Data Using big data before a sale occurs, you may be able to collect more accurate
customer feedback and be one step ahead of competitors. See more Big Data There are unsung areas of big data risk that deserve attention. You will learn what to consider when considering your big data efforts to try to avoid these risks. See more Of Big Data Everyone on your big data analytics team needs some data science
education. Here's what team members should know. See more Big Data The market is definitely on fire for analytics professionals – but right where do you find them? See more Predictive Big Data analysis of uncertainty management; management can also be applied to the analytical process itself. See more unended Big Data data of
both structured and unstructured varieties in storage. How to find out what's left and what's going on? See more Big Data To make the most effective use of your data science team, use the skills of a professional publisher. See more Big Data Presenting sound security, as basic stewardship of high-value company assets is a reasoned
approach that everyone can leave behind. See more Big Data The TRADITIONAL IT asset management playbook provides value for big data. Here's what IT decision makers should consider about managing big data assets. See more Big Data The right big data infrastructure is reduced to asking the right types of questions, and
developing a set of analysis reports that bring back business intelligence in historical and real time... See more Big Data Gartner predicts that companies will take five to ten years to achieve productivity with their big data. Learn six ways to avoid delaying productivity. See more Big Data real-time awareness grown from big data flowing
from the web and then married to offline brick and mortar data will bring retailers closer to their customers. See more Big Data Avoid internal competition and clandestine sabotage by mixing your analytical equipment instead of separating them. Seeing more support for Big Data's analytical decision that can be delivered quickly and flexibly
is an asset See more Predictive Big Data analysis of uncertainty management; management can also be applied to the analytical process itself. See more Big Data Will Kelly tells us about some unconventional uses of Big Data and the predictive analytics that are happening in various industries. See more Big Data With big big emerging
as the newest and largest revolution in data management, companies are seeing how predictive and advanced analytics can affect - both negatively and positively - a merger or acq... See more Big Data Using big data before a sale occurs, you may be able to collect more accurate customer feedback and be one step ahead of
competitors. See more Big Data When running a strategy involving big data, it's important to align your strategic goal with your overall leadership, management, and approach to data science. See more Big Data Take some time today to re-evaluate the value of your Big Data strategy – you may want to double your resources. See more
Big Data Before turning off RFPs for a Big Data initiative or signing purchase orders on new and stylish hardware and software, consider laying out your business applications. See more Big Data Fiverr solved some of the major big data problems by using a cloud-based service called xplenty. See more Big Data Data Data
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